
It was a bright summer afternoon and Dave was walking through the park, minding his own 
business when, without warning, a small object came sailing from the sky, cannoning into his 
head and killing him instantly. 
 Dave’s soul, hereafter to be referred to as Dave for the ease of narrative flow, stood up 
from his body with mild curiosity. He had often wondered what it would be like to die. Now he 
knew. 
 A small cloud appeared in front of him, hovering a few inches off the ground. It was 
made of the kind of symmetrical white fluffiness that shouldn’t exist in the real world and the 
tempting manner in which it floated was just begging him to step onto it. 
 As he did so another cloud, similar in its cartoonish form, materialised a few inches 
higher. He stepped up onto it. This process was repeated several thousand times, until Dave was 
high above the world into the sky, at which point the clouds stopped forming and a long 
conveyor belt stretched out in front of him. Dave was unfazed by this, since after accepting the 
continuation of consciousness after death as an intangible spirit form and the repeated 
inexplicable formation of wisps of water droplets substantial enough to take his weight, this was 
not much more of a defiance of logic. 
 Dave stepped onto the conveyor belt and was swiftly driven across the sky. A pair of 
robot arms protruding from the side of a cloud held what appeared to be a frilly white frock. As 
the garment was pushed down over his head, Dave discovered this suspicion to be correct. 
Further on a similar arm slammed a golden circlet down onto his head. Next came an equally 
golden harp shoved into his arms with a somewhat over-enthusiastic vigour. Putting these three 
items together, Dave had a suspicion as to what was coming next. But he was wrong. 
 The final arm thrust a can of Red Bull into his hand (the one not holding the harp). 
Slightly taken aback, but seeing that the end of the conveyor belt was fast approaching Dave 
opened the can, swiftly quaffed the contents then threw it aside. Just as he reached the end of 
the belt, a pair of beautifully white feathered wings sprouted histrionically from his back and he 
soared up to heaven. 
 Far below, a faint “thunk” was heard, which sounded suspiciously like a blue and silver 
can travelling at terminal velocity hitting somebody on the head. 


